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Available with Funk tables

Color Code

Outdoor Laminate

OLAM #01 
Black

OLAM #02
Pure White 

OLAM #03
Silver Gray

OLAM #04
Slate Gray  

Outdoor Laminate

Construction
Division Twelve outdoor laminate table tops are manufactured using Trespa® Meteon® decorative high-pressure compact laminate 
and features an integral surface. Available in 4 distinct color options (Black, Pure White, Silver Gray and Slate Gray), all color options 
feature a 13mm thick ABS edge detail in a black finish.

Cleaning and Maintenance
Outdoor laminate table tops feature a closed surface that is virtually pore-free making it highly impenetrable to contamination and 
resistant to numerous chemicals and cleaning agents.

To maintain the table top, it is recommended to use clean sponges, soft nylon brushes or cloths. Please avoid cleaning agents with 
abrasive or polishing components, as well as brushes with hard rigid bristles.  

In case of damage, table tops can be repaired using a small amount of acrylic paint with a fine brush to cover any potential scratches.

To maintain its integrity, outdoor furniture should be stored indoors or under cover in an upright position to allow for water drainage 
and/or protection.

Warranty
All Division Twelve merchandise is warranted to be free from material and workmanship defects as well as a 10 year structural and 
weld warranty. For further details, please refer to the Terms & Conditions.

Technical Information

Properties Test Method Property or Attribute Unit Result

Surface Quality EN 438-2: : 4

Spots, dirt, similar surface defects
mm2/m2 ≤ 2

in2/ft2 ≤ 0.0003

Fibres, hairs & scratches
mm/m2 ≤ 20

in/ft2 ≤ 0.073

Resistance to wet conditions

EN 438-2 : 17
Mass increase % ≤ 3

Appearance Rating ≥ 4 

ASTM D2247-02 Water resistance Rating No change

ASTM D2842-06 Water absorption % 0.5

Resistance to artifical weathering 
(incl. light fastness)

Florida cycle 3000hrs
Trespa Standard

Contrast Gray scale ISO 105 A02 4-5

Appearance Rating ≥ 4

Table Top Dimensions

All colors come with a black edge band.

105400G/105500G/105600G
24” square table with outdoor laminate top

105401G/105501G/105601G
30” square table with outdoor laminate top

105402G/105502G/105601G
24” round table with outdoor laminate top

105403G/105503G/105603G
30” round table with outdoor laminate top

Table Top Width 24” 30” 24” 30”

Table Top Depth 24” 30” 24” 30”

Table Top Thickness 0.5” 0.5” 0.5” 0.5”


